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Abstract—We study the performance of non-adaptive schedul-
ing policies in computing systems with multiple servers. Compute
jobs are mostly regular, with modest service requirements.
However, there are sporadic data intensive jobs, whose expected
service time is much higher than that of the regular jobs. For
this model, we are interested in the effect of scheduling policies
on the average time a job spends in the system. To this end,
we introduce two performance indicators in a simplified, only-
arrival system. We believe that these performance indicators are
good predictors of the relative performance of the policies in the
queuing system, which is supported by simulations results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling has been of interest since the emergence of com-
puting systems. Although scheduling problems were studied
for a wide variety of systems, most studies consider compute
jobs with deterministic or exponentially distributed or heavy-
tail distributed service times. In today’s computer systems,
a fraction of jobs are data intensive, and their the service
time is on average several orders of magnitude longer than
that of the regular jobs in the system [1]. Thus previously
known scheduling results are not directly applicable in modern
environments.
In distributed computing systems, redundancy can reduce
fluctuations in the service time of the jobs [2], and has gained
attention both in theoretical works [3]–[5] and in practical
systems [6], [7]. Redundancy is particularly beneficial in
systems with high variability in job service times [8].
In a queuing system, submitting redundant copies of an
arriving job to several servers has the following benefits. First,
by bringing diversity to the queuing times, redundancy helps
jobs to find a shorter queue than they would find without
redundancy. Second, in the event of an unexpected slowdown
in a server the redundant copies can be served on (probably)
faster servers. Stragglers [9], can significantly increase the
average service time and its variability [4]. By running jobs
concurrently at multiple servers, a jobs’ service time is the
shortest service time experienced by the copies of that job.
Since multiple servers have to be selected for each ar-
riving job the scheduling problem could be exponentially
harder in a system with redundancy than in its no-redundancy
counterpart. The role of redundancy, which is to diversify
the queuing/service time, also adds a new dimension to the
scheduling problem, and the classical scheduling policies, de-
signed for no-redundancy systems, may not have the expected
performance in systems with redundancy.
In this work, we study a queuing system where most of the
arriving jobs have (on average and relatively) modest service
requirements, and there are sporadic job arrivals whose service
are (on average and comparatively) very slow. We assume that
jobs get scheduled upon arrival but the service requirement of
jobs are not known upon arrival. In order to prevent fast jobs
from being penalized in the queues with slow jobs, each job
gets redundantly submitted to a few servers upon arrival. Once
the first copy of a job started the service the redundant copies
get cancelled. This way redundancy brings no extra cost to the
system and it only helps a job to find shorter queues.
Analysis of the average response time of the jobs in queuing
systems with redundancy is known to be a hard problem.
To develop an insight about the performance of scheduling
policies, we studied an only-arrival system, where jobs get
scheduled into queues redundantly, without departure. The
statistics of queues’ occupancy in the only-arrival system
can then be studied using the classical Urns&Balls problem.
By making this connection, we introduced two performance
indicators in the only-arrival system, which we believed are
good predictors for the relative performance of the scheduling
policies in queuing systems with redundancy. Through simula-
tions, we observed that that really is the case for the considered
systems, as the policy which ranks higher by the performance
indicators showed better performance.
The scheduling policies that we study are non-adaptive, in
the sense that for every job arrival the queue selecting process
is independent of the state of the queues. We consider random
policy, where an arriving job gets scheduled to a number of
queues chosen uniformly at random, and round-robin policy,
where queues are chosen in a round-robin fashion. Then we
propose a scheduling policy based on combinatorial block de-
signs, which according to our performance indicators performs
better in a queuing system with redundancy. This claim gets
validated by our simulations result.
From the simulations analysis, we also made the following
observations. First, the performance of the scheduling policies
is fundamentally different in systems with sporadic data inten-
sive jobs, compared to their performance with classical service
models. In particular, round-robin policy, which provides good
load balancing, performs worse than the random policy. There
is a subtle intuition behind this phenomenon. In classical
job service time models, the load at each server could be
approximately measured by the number of queued jobs. With
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Fig. 1. System model.
this measure of load, round-robin policy provides the best
average load balancing. However, with sporadic data intensive
compute jobs, the number of jobs is not a good measure of the
actual load on the servers. For example, a server with only one
data intensive job could have more compute load than a server
with hundreds of regular jobs. In systems with redundancy, if
all the redundant copies of a job get queued behind the copies
of a data intensive job then redundancy brings no benefit to
the performance. The round-robin policy increases the chance
of this phenomenon [3].
This observation motivated us to think about new scheduling
policies that perform better in the presence of sporadic data
intensive jobs. We proposed a scheduling policy, based on
combinatorial block designs, which chooses servers for jobs
in a way that the number of overlapping servers between con-
sequent jobs is minimized. Among all, we focus on Balanced
and Incomplete Block Designs (BIBD), and call the related
policy BIBD scheduling policy.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
We studied the performance of the queuing system shown
in Fig. 1, with n identical servers. Upon an arrival, r copies of
the job get scheduled into r servers. Once the first copy enters
service the redundant copies get cancelled. The service time
of a copy is sampled from a fast Exponential distribution if the
job is a regular one and from a slow Exponential distribution
if the job is a data intensive one. Let’s define the Exponential
random variable τ , with rate µ1, to be the service time of
regular jobs and
q =
average service time of data intensive jobs
average service time of regular jobs
. (1)
The average service time of data intensive jobs is the random
variable qτ , which is an Exponential with rate µ1/q. We model
the frequency of different types of jobs by p ∈ [0, 1], such that
an arriving job is a data intensive one with probability p and
is a regular one with probability 1− p.
For designing a scheduling policy in the presence of data
intensive jobs, the following considerations should be taken
into account. First, load balancing should not be compromised,
since any systematic unbalanced assignment of jobs to the
servers can degrade the performance. Load balancing has
been the central objective for designing scheduling policies in
queuing systems. Nevertheless, with the presence of the data
Fig. 2. LBF and RDF for non-adaptive scheduling policies as a function of
redundancy level r and number of urns (servers) being n = r(r − 1) + 1.
intensive jobs, the “number” of jobs is not a precise measure
of the load on a server. Therefore, the classical load balancing
policies could easily fail to evenly distribute the workload
among the servers. On the other hand, putting the copies of
the two types of jobs into the same queues would penalize the
regular jobs by making them wait for the departure of the data
intensive jobs. If the service requirement of jobs were known
upon arrival the optimal scheduling policy would be to divide
servers to two groups and dedicate each group exclusively
to one type of jobs. However, since the service requirement
of the jobs are not known at the time of scheduling, the
best that it can be done is to minimize the chance of the
regular jobs to overlap with the data intensive jobs. Certainly,
the introduction of redundancy can reduce the probability of
overlaps. Nevertheless, using techniques form combinatorial
block design, we show that it is possible to further reduce
the chance of overlaps, with scheduling policies based on
Balanced and Complete Block Designs (BIBD). To prove
our arguments, in the following, we develop an analogy to
the classical Urns&Balls problem and drive our performance
indicators in the analogue problem. Interested readers may
refer to [3] for detailed analysis.
A. An Urns and Balls Analogy
Let’s consider the only-arrival queuing system. In the analog
Urns&Balls problem, the urns are the queues and the balls
are the jobs. Let’s define NTi , i = 1, 2, . . . , n, as the random
variable for the number of balls in urn i after throwing T balls
redundantly into n urns. Let’s also define the random variable
X , as the number of overlaps in the set of chosen servers for
consequent jobs. Based on the defined random variables we
introduce the following performance indicators.
Definition 1: The Load Balancing Factor (LBF) and the
Redundancy Diversity Factor (RDF) of a (scheduling) policy
Fig. 3. Average queuing time for non-adaptive scheduling policies, with (n, r, µ1, q, p) = (21, 5, 10, 10, 0.1).
are defined as,
LBFpolicy :=
E
[
NT1:n
]
E [NTn:n]
, (2)
RDFpolicy :=
1
E[X2]
. (3)
The behaviour of the performance metrics are plotted in
Fig. 2. BIBD scheduling policy achieves the highest of both
indicators, while the round-robin policy fails at RDF and the
random policy fails at LBF.
The reasons we believe that LBF and RDF are good per-
formance indicators are as follows. First, LBF can predict that
how well a scheduling policy can (on average) distribute jobs
among servers. Note that, since the service requirement of jobs
are not know upon arrival the best a scheduling policy can do,
in terms of load balancing, is to assign equal number of jobs to
every servers. However, since there are data intensive jobs, we
argue that LBF is not the only performance indicator, which
brings us to the second reason. RDF measures the variance of
the number of overlapping servers between consequent jobs,
for a given arrival process. This is important in the presence
of data intensive jobs, since high variance of the overlapping
servers essentially means that there is a high chance that
some subsequent jobs will overlap in many servers, out of the
ones they have been submitted to. This phenomenon penalizes
regular jobs, by submitting their replicas into the servers that
are already occupied by the replicas of data intensive jobs. On
the other hand, with small variance, the number of overlapping
servers is moderate between consequent jobs, which in turn
increases the chance of a regular job to find shorter queues.
B. Simulation Results
Fig. 3 shows the average queuing time of the jobs versus
the arrival rate, for three scheduling policies; random, round-
robin and BIBD. The results are for a queuing system with
n = 21 queues, where each job is submitted to r = 5 queues,
the service time of regular jobs and data intensive jobs are
Exponentially distributed with rate µ1 = 10 and 10µ1 = 100,
respectively. An arrival is a data intensive job with probability
0.1 and is a regular job with probability 0.9. The left and
the right sub-figures show the result for the low to medium
and medium to high arrival rates, respectively. In both regions,
BIBD scheduling policy out performs the random policy, by
10%, and the round-robin policy, by 20%. This is inline with
what the proposed performance indicator suggests in Fig. 2.
According to this figure, BIBD policy provides the highest
load balancing and diversity in redundancy at the same time.
Further, the round-robin policy is inferior compared to random
policy, which is because of the presence of data intensive jobs.
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